IMPORTANT CIRCULAR
(THROUGH PCDA WEBSITE)

No. AN /VI /1428/TA-DA

Dated: 07-03-2019

To

1. The Officer In-charge
   IA, section (Main Office)
2. The LAOs (under PCDA,WC)

SUB: Use of Government Transport by LAOs & Staff.

It has been observed that some LAOs and staffs of this organisation had performed the journey by own car/bus during the local audit of the units and claimed mileage allowance/travel charges. In terms of DSR Rule 56 in conjunction with Para 10 of ALAM the LAO will inform units/formations concerned of their impending programmes of audit/review and inspection sufficiently in advance under intimation to their station headquarters. The Local commanders generally provide Govt. Transport to audit party as per the programme already intimated.

In view of the above competent authority has decided that the above practice being followed by the LAOs and staff will not be admitted in absence of certificate of non availability of Government Transport issued by local commanders.

All concerned LAOs are directed to take action accordingly.